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63900 WiNdoW Holder 
Holds Door Glass While Working on Window Regulator. 
Works on all cars and trucks with a top door frame. 
Simply loop cable over door frame and attach suction 
cups to each side of glass. Window glass is then securely 
held above the door while work is performed. 
63900 Window Holder. Clam Shell. Shipping wt. 5 oz. 

 

35150 WiNdoW Belt moldiNg remover
Quickly Removes All Window Belt Moldings.
Slide the powder-coated tool downward between the 
window exterior and the door. The channel side of the tool 
should face the door. When the tool channel is below the 
belt molding, push or pull the tool upward. The tool quickly 
removes the belt molding without damage to the window 
or the molding. Fits most domestic and import vehicles.
35150 Window Belt Molding Remover. Skin-Packed. Shipping wt. 5 oz. 

 
U.S. Pat No. 7,147,209

35240 Belt moldiNg tool
Unique Flared Head Design and Beveled Edges Allow 
the Tool to be Inserted Under the Molding at an Angle. 
Makes removal of newer belt moldings easy. For clipless 
moldings, the tool is twisted or pulled back to release 
the molding from the door tab. For moldings with metal 
clips, hook the tool under each clip and pull up. Quickly 
removes belt molding without damage. Works on most 
domestic and import vehicles.
35240 Belt Molding Tool. Skin-Packed. Shipping wt. 4 oz.

U.S. Pat No. 9,505,111

83080 Wire HaNdle puller set, 2 pc.
Set Includes Two Wire Gripping Handles for Cutting 
Auto Glass Urethane.
Wire handles can be used with a variety of wire materials. 
Simply feed the wire through the hole in the steel wedge, 
loop it through the slot at the top of the shaft, and then 
back into the large plastic handle.
83080 Wire Handle Puller Set, 2 pc. Hang Card. Shipping wt. 8 oz.

82990 Wire Hande Puller, 1 pc.

 

82870 FiBer liNe cutter 
Designed to Safely Cut Fiber Line from Spools for 
Auto Glass Removal.
Recessed blade design to help prevent injury. 
Replaceable head with dual carbon steel cutting surfaces. 
Replacement blade is available.
82870 Fiber Line Cutter. Skin-Packed. Shipping wt. 2 oz.

82880 Replacement Blade 

 

83090 FiBer Wire 
Fiber wire for use with 83080 Wire Handle Puller Set, 
2 pc. to Cut Auto Glass Urethane.
25m spool for easy dispensing. Nylon woven line will not 
damage vehicle surfaces. 
83090 Fiber Wire. Mini Pouch. Shipping wt. 2 oz.




